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BALLs /MEAsURInG VEssELs  PUMP BALL grey PUMP BALL grey  MEAsURInG VEssEL sWITCh 2.0 sIMPLEX  
    with reducing valve grey  with clip/hook    
   000.20900 000.21100  000.30202 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CUffs  ERKA. GREEn CUff 
Double tube - Cuffs   superb D-Ring cuff    
   grey   
size 1 infant  10-15 cm  
size 2 small child 14-21.5 cm    
size 3 adult/small  20.5-28 cm 025.46894  
size 4 adult 27-35 cm 025.40894 
size 5 adult/large 34-43 cm 025.44894 
size 6 thigh  42-54 cm  

BLOOD PREssURE MOnITORs fOR ThE PhysICIAn  
AnEROID

ERKA. sWITCh 2.0  
sIMPLEX Ø56 MM 
MAXIMUM InnOVATIOn  

fOR 125 yEARs. 

Our aim – Economic efficiency and environmental responsibility. 
 
Our implementation – The new ERKA. with lightning fast, intuitive operation and the 
ability for users to change the measuring vessel. sWITCh 2.0.simplex. 
 
Our result - The ERKA. switch 2.0 simplex, because 

 his measuring instrument saves the medical technician time; as part of the metrological   
 control (MTC), the old measuring vessel can simply be replaced by a brand-new, 
 precalibrated measuring vessel. 
 
 saves the user time, because the device is ready for patient use once more after  
 a few seconds. 
 
 saves the administration time, because complex processes in procurement, logistics  
 and storage are significantly simplified. 
 
 Conserves resources, because regardless of whether MTC or replacement is involved –   
 only the measuring vessel needs to be changed. 
 
 
1_ The use of a special tempered copper-beryllium membrane ensures durability along 
 with the consistently high precision of the measuring device. 
 
2_ The device is shock resistant in accordance with the international standards AnsI/AAMI sP 10. 
 
3_ The design of the sWITCh 2.0 is ergonomically well-balanced and the materials used 
 can be cleaned easily and thoroughly. 
 
4_ The ERKA. selection of GREEn CUff cuffs is comprehensive. They are skin-friendly,
 biocompatible and represent optimal wearer comfort.

The following variations are also available upon request 
via made@erka.org: 
 
_ Custom printed cuffs and scales,  
 e.g. with your company name and company logo

size 3   294.46894 
size 4  294.40894 
size 5   294.44894

ERKA. sWITCh 2.0 sIMPLEX 56 mm with one GREEn CUff superb rapid cuff grey

REPLACEMEnT PARTs AnD CUffs




